POSSIBLE ASSIGNMENT TO THE USSR OF THE JOURNALIST NILA MAGIDOVA.

From: NEW YORK
To: MOSCOW
No.: 1692 1 December 1944

To VICTOR.

The magazine "The American"[1] wants to send NILA MAGIDOVA[11], whom you know, to the Union[111] for one year as its correspondent. Inasmuch as re-entry is closed to her and she is [2 groups unrecovered][a] extremely active and successful...

[4 groups unrecovered]
[27 groups unrecoverable]
eventual signing on [KONTRAKTATsIYa].

No. 937 MAY [MAJ][iv]
[47 groups unrecovered]

No. 938 ANTON

[Comments and T.N. overleaf]

Distribution

[2 Pages]
T.N.: [a] The second unrecovered group is possibly "here".

Comment: [i] "The American Magazine" is meant.

[ii] See S/NBF/T145, in which on 30 May 1944 MAJ reported that he had made the acquaintance of "the wife of the correspondent MAZHDOV" (later he corrected this name to read MAGIDOV), and that she had submitted for his inspection an article written by her for the magazine "The American". MAJ asked for instructions with regard to her.

[iii] I.e. the USSR.

[iv] MAJ: Pavel Ivanovich PEDOSIMOV, secretary to the Soviet Consul-General in NEW YORK, and MGB resident in NEW YORK.